
Translation of the minutes from inspection of GF Blomstervængets roads March 17th 2017

 Blomstervej
 Krokusvej
 Tulipanvej

Participants:
Peter Fredløv GF Blomstervænget
Jens Lydolph GF Blomstervænget
Jan Lund Slagelse Kommune
Bo Jensen Entreprenør Gorm Hansen
David Højgaard Orbicon

General:
Establishment of mini pump stations, service pipes by digging and service pressure pipes by controlled
drilling.

Roads and verges:
Prior to the construction work the contractor has photographed all the roads.

All roads are gravelled and appear generally nice. After the digging the reestablishment will be carried with 
0-16 mm of gravel.

If there are defects after reestablishment that can be related to the construction work, they will be corrected
not later than the 1st year inspection. Holes in the roads are normal for gravelled roads, and will not be 
corrected. This falls under normal road maintenance.

If a service pipe line crosses the verge to the private property, it will be re-established with top soil and grass.
The GF must pay attention to the fact that the verges will not be steady enough for a car for a longer period 
of time. It is the responsibility of the GF to protect the re-established verges against driving.

At the end of the roads, turnaround areas are established. In several places the boundaries are not 
respected between the areas and the private property. It has been agreed that re-establishment of the 
turnaround areas will be done with gravel as for the roads despite the fact that some areas have a surface of 
grass.

In general only places will be re-established where there has been digging, and where roads and verges 
have been damaged do to driving with construction vehicles. Central reservations with grass will not be re-
established.

GF has a wish of establishing the crossing of Blomstervej and Drøsselbjergvej with asphalt. The area is 
estimated to be 30 m2. The laying of asphalt will be settled according to unit prices. If GF wants this done, 
GF and the contractor (Bo) agree on this directly between the two.

Overhanging trees/hedges etc.:
If there are problems for the construction work with overhanging trees and hedges, Bo will forward a list with 
names and addresses to Jan, who will contact the owner.

At the inspection the following was established:
Blomstervej 14: Overhanging tree along Blomstervej. Owner removes branch (Peter Fredløv)
Blomstervej 11: Overhanging tree along Blomstervej (of consideration to removal of refuse), and planting out 
over the boundary next to existing electrical cupboard towards Tulipanvej. Jan contacts the owner.

Control cupboard
There wil be palced a number of bigger control cupboards in verge areas. The following positions were 
discussed during the inspection:
Krokusvej 17 by existing electrical cupboard
Blomstervej 13 in verge towards intersection by existing electrical cupboard
Blomstervej 11 by existing electrical cupboard

A smaller cupboard will be placed in the verge area by each pump station.


